Characterization of splice-altering mutations in inherited predisposition to cancer
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**Mutations responsible for inherited disease may act by disrupting normal transcriptional splicing.** Such mutations can be difficult to detect, and their effects difficult to characterize, because they lie deep within exons or introns where they may alter splicing enhancers or silencers or introduce new splice acceptors or donors. Multiple mutation-specific and genome-wide approaches have been developed to evaluate these classes of mutations. We introduce a complementary experimental approach, cBROCA, which yields quantitative and qualitative assessments of the effects of genomic mutations on transcriptional splicing of tumor suppressor genes. cBROCA analysis is undertaken by deriving complementary DNA (cDNA) from puromycin-treated patient lymphoblasts, hybridizing the cDNA to the BROCA panel of tumor suppressor genes, and then multiplex sequencing to very high coverage. At each splice junction suggested by split sequencing reads, read depths of test and control samples are compared. Significant Z scores indicate altered transcripts, over and above naturally occurring minor transcripts, and comparisons of read depths indicate relative abundances of mutant and normal transcripts. BROCA analysis of genomic DNA suggested 120 rare mutations from 150 families with cancers of the breast, ovary, uterus, or colon, in >600 informative genotyped relatives. cBROCA analysis of their transcripts revealed a wide variety of consequences of abnormal splicing in tumor suppressor genes, including whole or partial exon skipping, exonification of intronic sequence, loss or gain of exonic and intronic splicing enhancers and silencers, complete intron retention, hypomorphic alleles, and combinations of these alterations. Combined with pedigree analysis, cBROCA sequencing contributes to understanding the clinical consequences of rare inherited mutations.

**Significance**

Disruption of normal transcriptional splicing is a common mutational mechanism for disease-predisposing alleles. Some splice-altering mutations can be difficult to detect, and their effects difficult to characterize, because they lie deep within exons or introns. We developed cBROCA, an experimental approach that characterizes the transcriptional effects of genomic mutations anywhere in a locus. With patient RNA as template, cBROCA yields quantitative estimates of all effects of altered splicing in tumor suppressor genes. cBROCA analysis of mutations from patients with familial cancers revealed a wide variety of consequences of abnormal splicing, including whole or partial exon skipping, exonification of intronic sequence, loss or gain of exonic or intronic splicing enhancers or silencers, complete intron retention, and combinations of these alterations.
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variants altering exonic splicing enhancers or silencers; and 4) genomic copy number variants (CNVs) altering splicing.

cBROCA was developed in order to discover and evaluate mutations that alter splicing in genes predisposing to cancer, but the same approach could be applied to any gene panel that includes intronic and untranslated region (UTR) sequences in gene capture.

Results

Participants were cancer patients from families severely affected with cancers of the breast, ovary, endometrium, or colon, but with negative (normal) results from conventional genetic testing. For each family, cBROCA analysis was undertaken for any rare mutation in any tumor suppressor gene associated with a patient’s cancer, regardless of the exonic or intronic position of the mutation in the gene. Overall, cBROCA analysis was undertaken for 120 candidate splice mutations in 16 tumor suppressor genes in 150 families with >600 genotyped relatives: BRCA1 (26 mutations), BRCA2 (31 mutations), ATM (20 mutations), PALB2 (11 mutations), BRIP1 (6 mutations), CHEK2 (6 mutations), CDH1 (4 mutations), PTEN (4 mutations); BARD1, MLH1, RAD51C, and RAD51D (2 mutations each); and APC, GEN1, MSH2; and TP53 (1 mutation each).

cBROCA analysis of these mutations revealed a wide variety of abnormal splicing, including whole or partial exon skipping, exonification of intronic sequences, loss or gain of splicing enhancers and silencers in either exons or introns, complete intron retention, hypomorphic alleles, and combinations of these alterations.

Validation. To validate analysis by cBROCA, 2 classes of mutations were evaluated by the approach described in Methods. The first validation class comprised genomic mutations at canonical splice sites that were consistently predicted by in silico tools to alter splicing (SI Appendix, Table S2). For these 20 mutations, splice effects revealed by cBROCA were as expected, with extremely high Z scores. cBROCA analysis clarified 1 feature of the characterizations of several of these mutations, in that proportions of mutant transcripts from the mutant allele (PM) estimated from cBROCA were generally not identical to proportions of mutant transcripts generated. The proportions of altered transcripts specifically from the mutant allele (PM) are therefore ~52% with partial deletion of exon 15, 28% with complete deletion of exon 15, and 20% normal.

As the results for this mutation suggest, analysis by cBROCA can reveal multiple altered transcripts due to the same genomic mutation: that is, pleiotropic effects of the mutant allele. From RNA extracted directly from patient tissues, transcripts with premature stops would be subject to nonsense-mediated decay, but all transcripts appear at approximately the proportions in which they were generated. The proportions of altered transcripts specifically from the mutant allele (PM) are therefore ~52% with partial deletion of exon 15, 28% with complete deletion of exon 15, and 20% normal.

Exonification and Other Effects of Intronic Mutations. Multiple splice sites in 7 genes that lead to multiple mutant transcripts in severely affected families are described in SI Appendix, Table S4. Some of these mutations have been previously reported, with functional evaluation (9–14). For others, results of cBROCA analysis provide experimental support for interpreting transcriptional consequences. Two examples are shown in Fig. 2 and described here.
than splice junctions yet were suggested by cBROCA analysis to significantly alter splicing. Analyses of 15 such mutations are shown in SI Appendix, Table S5. For several of these, functional studies have been reported (16–20), and cBROCA results are in agreement with each of these reports. Among the previously unreported mutations, 3 altered splicing by unusual mechanisms (Fig. 3). Commercial testing had returned negative (wild-type) results for each of these families.

**APC** c.532-1000delGT at chr5:112,115,487 (CF4118) is a private genomic mutation 1 kilobase (kb) from the nearest splice junction. cBROCA analysis revealed an exon at chr5:112,115,381–122,115,547, an insertion of 165 base pairs (bp) in the message with a stop at codon 199. The mechanism of exonification is likely disruption by the genomic mutation of a canonical splicing silencer motif at chr5:112,115,485–112,115,492, thereby activating a cryptic splice acceptor at chr5:112,115,380 (NNSPLICE 0.99, MaxEnt 9.75) and a cryptic splice donor at chr5:112,115,485 (NNSPLICE 0.99, MaxEnt 9.72 for the mutant allele). The mutation also activates a cryptic acceptor splice site more than 30 kb downstream, at chr3:37,088,744, an insertion of 85 bp in the message with a stop after 922 codons. The mechanism for this aberrant splicing is likely the destruction by the genomic mutation of the intron 15 branch point (21). The proband of family CF4659 developed endometrial cancer at age 51, and her son was diagnosed with colorectal cancer at age 32. Immunohistochemistry of tumors from both patients indicated loss of MSH2 and MSH6. Immunohistochemistry of tumors from both patients indicated loss of MSH2 and MSH6.

**MLH1** c.1732-264A>T at chr3:37,088,746 (CF4679) was revealed by cBROCA analysis to destroy a splicing branch point, leading to multiple unstable transcripts. The mutation leads to activation of multiple cryptic splice sites in intron 15, with in-frame stops in each of the run-on transcripts; these represent 46% of transcripts [2 × (811/3,526)] (from SI Appendix, Table S5) from the mutant allele. The mutation also activates a cryptic acceptor splice site with a stop after 922 codons. The mechanism for this aberrant splicing is likely the destruction by the genomic mutation of the intron 15 branch point (21). The proband of family CF4659 developed endometrial cancer at age 51, and her son was diagnosed with colorectal cancer at age 32. Immunohistochemistry of tumors from both patients indicated loss of MSH2 and MSH6.

**Exonic Mutations in Splicing Enhancers and Silencers.** Exonic mutations that alter splicing by destroying exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) or creating exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) have long been recognized as predisposing to human disease, and their underlying mechanisms have been elegantly explored (22, 23). (APC c.532-1000delGT, described above, is a corresponding intronic mutation that leads to exonification due to loss of an exonic splicing silencer deeply embedded in an intron.) ESE and ESS motifs are common, particularly in small exons, including in **BRCA1** and **BRCA2**. cBROCA can contribute to understanding
the roles of exonic mutations by revealing their abnormal splice products and by providing quantitative measures of effects of different mutations in the same exon (Fig. 4).

For example, cBROCA analysis revealed abnormal splicing of the small (88 bp) exon 17 of BRCA1 in 4 families. Genomic mutations in the 4 families appeared at 3 different mutant sites (SI Appendix, Table S6). All 3 exon 17 mutations yielded transcripts skipping exon 17 with a stop at codon 1672, but with quite different proportions of mutant transcripts. BRCA1 c.5072C>T was evaluated by cBROCA in 4 carriers in 2 families (CF1380, CF1555), with almost identical results; for each participant, the mutant allele yielded 61% ± 1% mutant transcripts [2 × (0.96)(1,409)/4,438] (from SI Appendix, Table S6). The ESE disrupted by this mutation is GAAA(C>T)AG, an enhancer at the 3′ end of exon 17. Cancers in these families included young onset female breast cancer, male breast cancer, and ovarian cancer.

In contrast, BRCA1 c.5022C>T (CF4469) and BRCA1 c.4992C>T (CF832) each produce a lower proportion of exon 17-skipping transcripts from their mutant alleles: 32% and 26%, respectively. These proportions of abnormal transcripts are significantly above background: 6.7 and 5.0 SDs above proportions of exon 17-skipping transcripts in controls. The genomic mutations disrupt ESE motifs CACAT(C>T)ACTTT and ATGCT(C>T)GTG near the 5′ end of exon 17. On ClinVar, interpretations of BRCA1 c.5022C>T and BRCA1 c.4992C>T range from benign to uncertain, based on the absence of any possible protein effect (both are silent mutations) or any in silico-predicted splice effects.

Family histories can be informative in interpreting intermediate proportions of mutant transcripts. Relatives in family CF832 developed breast cancer at young ages, suggesting a damaging effect for BRCA1 c.4992C>T. On the other hand, for family CF4469, very little family history was available so the effect of BRCA1 c.5022C>T is less clear. This mutation is reported on an online database to cooccur in a patient with a BRCA1 frameshift (24), which, if correct, and in trans with the frameshift, in a person with no signs of Fanconi anemia, would be strong...
evidence for the mutation being benign. However, the database does not report any details of the genotype or the phenotype. This conundrum reveals the importance of fully reporting particularly informative individuals on online databases.

At **BRCA2** exon 18, analysis by cBROCA revealed abnormal splicing in 2 families, based on 2 different genomic mutations: **BRCA2** c.7992T>A (CF4561) and **BRCA2** c.8009C>T (CF1106) (**SI Appendix**, Table S6). From both mutant alleles, most abnormal transcripts (43% and 51%, respectively) skipped exon 18, with a stop at codon 2702, and a smaller proportion of abnormal transcripts (6% and 8%, respectively) skipped both exon 17 and exon 18, with a stop at codon 2645. The cancers in the families with these mutations are consistent with their cBROCA results. **BRCA2** c.8009C>T is silent at the translational level but is similar to **BRCA2** c.8009C>T in its effect on transcription. We interpret both mutations as intermediate or hypomorphic alleles.

**BRIP1** c.82A>G, p.M28V (CF4211) presents as a missense in the first coding exon of the gene. However, cBROCA analysis indicates that the critical effect is likely to be on transcription: 43% of transcripts from the mutant allele skip exon 2, which includes the ATG translation start. The next in-frame ATG in the mutant transcript is at codon 101 in exon 4, so the mutant protein is predicted to lack residues 1 to 100, which are highly conserved and include a major part of the DNA binding domain. ESE-finder predicts that the mutation disrupts an ESE motif at **BRIP1** c.78-87, replacing the ESE with an ESS. Given that **BRIP1** confers far lower risks of ovarian or breast cancer than **BRCA1** or **BRCA2**, a **BRIP1** hypomorphic allele might be of little consequence. However, 3 sisters with breast cancer in family CF4211 carry this mutation, consistent with a damaging effect.
Fig. 4. cBROCA analysis of exonic mutations in splicing enhancers and silencers. (A) Abnormal splicing of BRCA1 exon 17 in families CF1380, CF1555, CF832, and CF4469. (B) In family CF832, BRCA1 c.4992C>T deletes a splice enhancer in exon 17, leading to exon skipping in 26% of transcripts from the mutant allele. In family CF4469, BRCA1 c.4992C>T deletes a more 3′ splice enhancer in exon 17, leading to exon skipping in 32% of transcripts from the mutant allele. In families CF1380 and CF1555, BRCA1 c.5072C>T deletes a still more 3′ splice enhancer in exon 17, leading to exon skipping in 61% of transcripts from the mutant allele. In all families, proportions of mutant transcripts are significantly above background (P < 0.0000003 for each comparison). (C) Abnormal splicing of BRCA2 exon 18 in families CF1106 and CF4561. (D) Abnormal splicing of BRIP1 exon 2 in family CF4211. (E) BRCA2 c.7992T>A in family CF4561 and BRCA2 c.8009C>T in family CF1106 both lead to skipping exon 18 and a stop at codon 2702 in 43% and 51% of transcripts, and to skipping exons 17 and 18 and a stop at codon 2645 in 6% and 8% of transcripts, respectively, from the mutant alleles. (F) In family CF4211, BRIP1 c.82A>G leads to skipping exon 2, including the ATG translation start, in 43% of transcripts from the mutant allele. The next in-frame ATG in the mutant transcript is at codon 101 in exon 4, so the mutant protein is predicted to lack residues 1 to 100, including most of the DNA binding domain. Abbreviations are cancers of the breast (Br, including bilateral breast cancer [Bil Br]), ovary (Ov), pancreas (Pan), prostate (Pr), stomach (St), thyroid (Thy), unknown primary site (csu), and colorectal cancer (CRC); multiple myeloma (Mult Mye); and bilateral salpingooopherectomy (BSO). Heterozygosity for a variant allele is indicated by VN and homozygosity for the nonmutant allele by NN.
Evaluation of Genomic Copy Number Variants by cBROCA. Evaluation of the consequences of genomic copy number amplifications can be challenging because the effect of the amplification depends on whether and how the amplified genomic sequence is spliced into the message. cBROCA can be usefully applied to this problem in 2 ways. Differences in read depth of each exon from RNA of the mutation carrier versus controls indicate which exons are included in mutant transcripts and at what multiplicity. RNA of the mutation carrier versus controls indicate which problem in 2 ways. Differences in read depth of each exon from RNA of the mutation carrier versus controls indicate which exons are included in mutant transcripts and at what multiplicity.

In addition, newly formed splice junctions are supported by exons are included in mutant transcripts and at what multiplicity. cBROCA reads found only in the mutation carrier’s RNA.

Copy number analysis of DNA sequence revealed 4 copies of BRCA2 exons 14 to 24 in 4 families in our series (CF1815, CF4541, CF4748, and CF4755) (Fig. 5A). BROCA sequencing of genomic DNA indicated a triplication of 30 kb with genomic breakpoints at chr13:32,927,735–32,958,445 of one allele, and wild-type copy number of the other allele in all 4 families. Analysis of genomic DNA did not reveal if the triplication was in tandem, or involved additional sequence, or its effect on splicing. So we turned to transcript analysis. cBROCA analysis of RNA revealed inclusion of exons 14 to 24 at significantly greater depth than for controls, with increased depth consistent with 1 normal transcript and 1 transcript with 3 copies of each of exons 14 to 24. The best estimate of the proportion of transcripts from the mutant allele with 3 copies of exons 14 to 24 was 94%. The in-tandem arrangement of the triplicated segment was indicated by the presence of 986 reads spanning BRCA2 c.9256 (last base pair of exon 24) and BRCA2 c.7008 (first base pair of exon 14) in RNA from the mutation carriers, but not from controls. These reads were not aligned to the reference sequence but were detectable in the pool of cBROCA reads. Insertion of 2 additional copies of exons 14 to 24 corresponds to an insertion of 4,498 bp in the BRCA2 message, with a stop at mutant codon 3116. A second minor transcript from the mutant allele is the same as the major mutant transcript but also includes an exonified fragment of intron 24 at chr13:32,958,030–32,958,169 (SI Appendix, Table S7), revealed by 155 reads (not aligned to human reference sequence) spanning the last base pair of the exonified fragment and c.7008 (first base pair of exon 14). The exonified fragment is present in ~4% of transcripts from CF4541 and ~1% of control transcripts. It corresponds to an insertion of 139 bp and leads to a stop in both the mutant and normal transcripts.

Finally, for patient CF4727, who developed breast cancer at age 53, BROCA analysis of genomic DNA indicated deletion of BRCA2 noncoding exon 1 with break points chr13:32,889,493 and chr13:32,890,429. Genomic sequences of all BRCA2 coding exons (2 to 27) were intact. The deletion was not present in either parent: so de novo in the patient. The effect of the deletion on transcription was evaluated using cBROCA (Fig. 5B). Because the only source of patient RNA was whole blood isolated from a PAXgene RNA tube (Qiagen) after shipment, treatment with puromycin was not possible. Very little RNA could be obtained (2.8 μg total), and quality was marginal (RNA integrity number [RIN] = 6.8). cBROCA analysis was therefore modified so as to test the transcript effects of this mutation. The modified approach was to sequence using cBROCA, then to count the number of reads at every splice junction of BRCA2 in patient RNA and in RNA from 17 individuals with RNA similarly isolated from whole blood from PAXgene RNA tubes (RIN = 6.14 ± 0.91). In order to adjust for differences of RNA quality across samples, we counted the number of reads at every splice junction of ATM, a gene with no mutation in CF4727 or in controls so expected to have similar coverage, then normalized the BRCA2 data for differences in read depths. Normalized read depths for all BRCA2 splice junctions were compared for the proband of CF4727 versus the 17 controls (Fig. 5B). The read depth ratio was 0.53, yielding \( P = 2.1 \times 10^{-10} \) by \( t \) test for matched pairs (i.e., matched for splice site). The ratio of 0.53 in patient transcripts suggests complete absence of BRCA2 transcription from the mutant allele.

SI Appendix, Table S8 is an index, by gene and genomic position, of all mutations evaluated by cBROCA, with reference to the supplementary table that includes analytic details.
Discussion

Targeted capture and multiplexed sequencing using cBROCA yields qualitative and quantitative assessments of the effects of genomic mutations on transcriptional splicing of tumor suppressor genes. cBROCA has multiple useful features for analysis of candidate splice mutations in patients. Analysis is based directly on patients’ RNA, not on in silico predictions or cellular models. Genomic DNA and RNA can be tested simultaneously by BROCA and cBROCA, respectively. Splicing of multiple genes is tested simultaneously. All mutant transcripts created by each genomic mutation are identified, with very deep coverage providing robust quantitative measures of the proportions of each transcript. cBROCA also serves for mutation discovery because the approach reveals all abnormal transcripts in targeted genes, including mutant transcripts resulting from exonic or intronic genomic variants far from canonical splice sites.

cBROCA analysis of cDNA derived from patient lymphoblasts was used to characterize mutations in tumor suppressor genes. The range of splice alterations detected by cBROCA included complete and partial exon skipping, exonicification of intronic sequence, intron retention, alterations of splicing enhancers and silencers in exons or even in introns, and transcript alterations due to genomic amplifications and deletions. Some of these classes of altered splicing can be difficult to identify using PCR-based techniques without prior knowledge of the consequence of the splicing change.

cBROCA incorporates experimental and analytical components of previous methods of targeted RNA sequencing (26–34). Modifications by cBROCA include sequencing all exonic and non-Alu intronic sequences of targeted genes; sequencing with very high coverage to enable detection of low abundance transcripts; and analysis of newly created splice junctions at considerable distances from normal splice sites. A difference from the RNA CaptureSeq protocol (28, 29) is that cBROCA counts only split reads in the first step of analysis. Focusing on split reads reduces background and simplifies calculation of Z scores, which are used to compare numbers of alternate transcripts to expected distributions from controls. The yield is systematic quantification of experimental results.

As mentioned above, a challenge to evaluation of splice-altering mutations is that many transcripts with premature stop codons are subject to nonsense-mediated decay and hence present only at very low abundance in cells. This problem has previously been addressed by high and targeted sequence coverage (35–37), by treating cells with ribosome-binding drugs that inhibit nonsense-mediated decay (38–40), and by labeling and tracking cDNA fragments through library preparation with molecular tags and then sequencing to determine their absolute concentrations (41). cBROCA combines several of these approaches: analyzing cDNA generated from puromycin-treated cells, and very high (>1,000×c) coverage made feasible by a small targeted set of critical genes. Even given these treatments, the use of lymphoblast cell lines remains a limitation of cBROCA. Genes are generally expressed in lymphoblast cell lines (42), but, for some genes, it would be necessary to grow cell lines from other tissues.

A thorny problem of cancer genetics is how much reduction of productive transcript of a critical gene is required to cause high risk, or even moderate risk, of the relevant cancer. For cBROCA analysis, statistically significant differences in proportions of altered transcripts were based on differences in read depths at critical sites between test samples and control samples analyzed in the same way. For almost all mutations with statistically significant reductions in normal splicing, PM values were greater than 0.50: that is, reduction of productive transcription from the mutant allele was more than 50%. PM values varied by mutation, gene, and background of naturally occurring alternate transcription. Mutations abrogating canonical splice sites usually, but not always, yielded higher PM values than deeply exonic or intronic mutations.

Clinical consequences of some mutations may be less severe than consequences of complete loss of transcription. Hypomorphic, or intermediate risk, alleles may arise from splice-altering mutations that lead to truncations but retain considerable productive transcript, as with some BRCA1 exon 17 enhancer mutations (Fig. 4D); or from splice altering mutations leading to in-frame loss of nonessential protein domains, as for some PALB2 and ATM mutations (SI Appendix, Table S4); or from mutations with modest effects on protein function, as for BRCA1 p.R1699Q (43). With many patients undergoing testing for mutations in cancer-predisposing genes, it is inevitable that hypomorphic alleles will increasingly frequently appear in clinical practice. We suggest that provision be made in public databases to explicitly document hypomorphic alleles of genes whose complete loss-of-function alleles confer extremely high cancer risks.

Mutation analysis by cBROCA requires generating a lymphoblastoid cell line from patient cells so it is useful to know when this effort and expense is most worthwhile. We found that, for severely affected families with negative (normal) results by conventional genetic testing, cBROCA was most likely to provide valuable information when DNA-based sequencing revealed an extremely rare or private mutation anywhere in a tumor suppressor gene associated with the phenotype of the family. cBROCA was particularly informative when the mutation was not previously reported or remained a variant of unknown significance on ClinVar (25) and similar sites. In our experience and that of others (17, 44), for mutations at canonical splice sites, predictions of normal splicing based on consensus of multiple in silico tools were reliable and led to negative (normal) results using cBROCA (e.g., SI Appendix, Table S3). On the other hand, for mutations at canonical splice sites for which in silico tools predicted altered splicing, cBROCA frequently revealed more complex abnormalities than those predicted (e.g., Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Table S4). Finally, for deeply exonic or deeply intronic mutations and for many copy number variants, effects on splicing could only be understood by experimental test such as cBROCA (e.g., Figs. 3–5 and SI Appendix, Tables S3–S5).

By now, most changes at or very near canonical splice sites of tumor suppressor genes have been encountered frequently enough to have been tested experimentally, the results reported, and consensus reached. We hope that cBROCA will accelerate this process for newly encountered and still-uncharacterized candidate splice mutations at all genomic sites in critical genes, thereby contributing to accurate mutation interpretation and to precision medicine.

Methods

Study Subjects. Participants were patients diagnosed with breast, ovarian, endometrial, or colorectal cancer and their informative relatives. Between January 2014 and the present, families with negative (normal) results from conventional genetic testing were enrolled in this project if BROCA analysis of genomic DNA revealed a rare or private variant at any exonic or intronic site in a gene associated with the patient’s or the family’s cancer, or a copy number variant (CNV) with a possible splice effect. The project was approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Division (Protocol 1583); all participants provided written informed consent.

For each participant, peripheral blood was obtained, lymphocytes isolated, and a lymphoblast cell line created. When the number of cells in suspension culture reached 10^6 to 10^7, cell lines were treated with 500 μg/mL puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 h prior to harvesting to inhibit nonsense-mediated decay. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen/Thermo-Fisher) and treated with DNasel using the RNaseasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) to remove residual genomic DNA. RNA quality was measured on a Tape Station 2200 (Agilent); all samples from cell lines had RNA integrity number (RIN) >8.0. cDNA was generated for 10 μg of RNA (5 μg per library) by a combination of random hexamers and oligo dT priming (Superscript II First Strand cDNA Synthesis System; Invitrogen/Thermo-Fisher). Double-stranded
cDNA was synthesized using the NEBNext mRNA Second Strand Synthesis Module (NEB). For each patient, genomic DNA and double-stranded cDNA adapter ligations were subjected to 5 and 10 pre-capture cycles, respectively; then, a total 550 μg of each genomic and cDNA-derived library were hybridized to the BROCA gene panel (8). The BROCA design includes 2.5 Mb of genomic reference sequence corresponding to 70 complete loci (45), including exons, nonrepetitive intronic sequence, 5′ UTRs and 3′ UTRs, and ~2 kb upstream and downstream intergenic genomic sequence. Libraries were hybridized in solution to the custom oligonucleotides (Agilent) and then sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 to generate 2 × 101 bp paired-end reads. cDNA and genomic DNA were sequenced using the same protocol. For each sample, 1 genomic DNA library and 2 replicate cDNA libraries were sequenced. For any intermediate or ambiguous cBROCA, cDNA samples from additional affected relatives were sequenced in the same way. Average coverage for targeted regions was 144× for genomic DNA and >1,300× for cDNA.

Bioinformatics Analysis of Genomic DNA Sequence. Reads were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19) and variant filters as previously described (8, 46–48). All variants with minor allele frequency <0.01, whether at canonical splice sites or other exonic or intronic sites, including deep intronic regions, were scored using NNSPLICE and MaxEnt to predict disruption or activation of splice sites or other exonic or intronic sites, including deep intronic regions. Libraries were hybridized in solution to the custom oligonucleotides (Agilent) and then sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2500 to generate 2 × 101 bp paired-end reads. cDNA and genomic DNA were sequenced using the same protocol. For each sample, 1 genomic DNA library and 2 replicate cDNA libraries were sequenced. For any intermediate or ambiguous cBROCA, cDNA samples from additional affected relatives were sequenced in the same way. Average coverage for targeted regions was 144× for genomic DNA and >1,300× for cDNA.

Analysis of CDNA Sequence. cDNA sequence reads were mapped to the human genome (hg19) using Bowtie, and splicing events were predicted using the TopHat algorithm (4, 5). For each sample, at the donor and acceptor splice sites of each predicted splicing event, 2 ratios were calculated: 1) the number of reads with flanking exonic base pairs adjacent to each other (i.e., a successful splice), divided by the total number of reads including either exonic base pairs and 2) the number of reads including an exonic base pair and the adjacent flanking intronic base pair (i.e., a failed splice), divided by the total number of reads including the exonic base pair. For each sample, the read ratio for each altered transcript was compared to the mean and SD of the analogous ratios for all other samples in the same experiment. The value for the study sample was expressed as the number of SDs from the mean of the control distribution, or Z score. To evaluate multiple altered transcripts from the same genomic mutation, the number of reads was counted for each altered transcript, and the proportion normalized for the proportion of reads representing that transcript in all other samples. Scores were considered significant if Z > 3.0, reflecting test sample read ratios >3 SDs above the mean, but most Z scores were either clearly not significant or >10.0. For each candidate mutation, the parameter “PM” was defined as the proportion of transcripts from the mutant allele that were abnormal. Results were visualized using the Sashimi plot function of the Integrated Genomic Viewer (56). For additional validation, some variants were also tested by mutation-specific experimental methods, including RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing, and/or TOPO TA cloning and Sanger sequencing.

Data Availability Statement. Results of analyses of all variants have been deposited in ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/).
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